Suorin Air Ultra

• The Suorin Air Ultra Portable System is a robust and versatile card-style ultra portable pod system.

• The Suorin Air Ultra comes with these parts:
  • The Suorin Air (Battery)
  • Suorin Cartridge
  • USB cable to charge the device

• It has been said this is the “Best Vape” on the market.

• The Suorin can hold up to 2 ml of e-liquid.

• The vape is marketed as an ultra portable system that is perfect for users looking for a sleek, covert, all-day vaping device!

• A 2 mL replaceable cartridge is attached that can be refilled via a seal plug located at the bottom of the reservoir.

• Cost of the “start up kit” can run between $29.00 and $34.99

• Suorin can be bought on-line.

• Fits perfectly in your pocket.

• Suorin looks like a cell phone or the battery to charge a cell phone.

• The device can be hooked up to a computer to recharge.

• The Suorin Air does not use “normal” e-juice. The system has to use a product called SaltNic.

• No buttons and is automatically activated when you” inhale.”

• SaltNic is a type of processed nicotine used in vape juice.

• Many vapers find nicotine salt more enjoyable than classic” freebase” nicotine.

• The SaltNic comes in many flavors.

• The Li-ion cells which is the battery, may catch on fire.